
GUI Stands for______________.

Graphical user interface Graphic user interaction Graphic use of interface Graphic and Unix Interaction

A cpmponent of window in GUI 

is called___________. Application program widgets method

Which of the Python module 

used to build GUI? Graphic Tkinter Tkgui Tkinteraction

A top bar in a window 

containing title of the window is 

called____________. title bar status bar heading name space

The tkinter widgets button is 

used to______. create a box to insert text in that. create a pop-up menu

create checkbox with only 

two option create clickable button

The tkinter widgets canvas is 

used to_______.
create a frame with manu, ribbon etc.

create a frame for inserting buttons and 

checkbox

create an area for drawing or 

displaying images. create a container for widgets.

The tkinter widgets checkbutton  

is used to__________________.

create a box to insert text int that create a pop-up menu

create button with only two 

option to be insert.

create clickable box that can be 

selected or unselected,

The tkinter widgets Entry is used 

to____________.
create a single line text field that the 

user can tpe in. create a single line display for text.

create a space for inserting a 

image.

create a for writng mulitline 

comments.

The tkinter widgets frame is used 

to______________. create a window for inserting the 

images or video. create a container to draw a images.

create a container for all 

widgets

create a container  for writng 

mulitline comments.

The tkinter widgets label is used 

to_____________.
create a single line text field that the 

user can tpe in. create a single line display for text.

create a space for inserting a 

image.

create a for writng mulitline 

comments.

The tkinter widgets listbox is 

used to __________.
create a drop-down list that the user 

can select from. create many buttons.

create many checkboxes 

together.

create a list of things used to 

create frame.

The tkinter widgets menu 

is___________.
a menu of list opening from left to 

right. a menu of list opening right to left.

a menu of list opening 

upward.

a menu of list which drop-

down,

The tkinter widgets message is 

used________.
 to accept multiline input from user. to create multiline display for text.

to create many lebels in one 

box.

to create many buttons in one 

box.

The tkinter widgets menubutton 

is ______________.
an item in button to be selected. an item in checkbox to be select.

An item in a drop-down 

menu. an item in Label.



The tkinter widgets Text is used 

to ____________.

create a multiline txt field that the user 

can type in. display a multiline text. create a multiline ckeckbox create a multiline button

The tkinter widgets TopLevel is 

used to create an additional 

_______. frame window canvas widgets

Which of the following widgets 

is used to create single line 

entry? Button Checkbox Lavel List

Which of the following widgets 

is used to create a single line text 

field for input? Button Entry Lavel Input

What is the default  color of 

window background? white black llight blue red

Which of the following Python 

method is used to set the 

backgroun color of windows? 
setColour() SetColour() SetColor() setColor()

Which of following method is 

used to set the size of window in 

Python? setHeight() setLength() setSize() SetSize()

Which of the following method 

used to create the title of widows 

in Python? setHeader() Header() setTitle() Title()

Which of the followig method is 

used to change the size of the 

widows? setResizable(True) Resizable(True) setResizable(False) Resizable(True)

Which of the followig method is 

used to add a text field in the 

widows? JoinTextField() AddTextField() AppendTextField() InsertTextField()

A box in which the user can 

position the mouse cursor and 

enter a number

or a single line of tex is 

called___________. Entry Label Button List

The pack() method is used to 

________.

place the widgets in the parent 

window.

to compress to Labels and Buttons into single 

piece. add text field in a label add a wndow to a frame.

From which keyword we import

the tkinter in program?
call from  import include

The essential thing to create a

window screen using tkinter

python is________.

 create a button call Tk() function to define geometry to create window



fg in tkinter is stands

for________.
foreground background forgap Forward gap

A ____________ is a 

sequence of characters that 

defines a search pattern. Regular Expression Repitition Character Repitition Expression

Which among the following 

pattern has any five letter 

string starting with a and 

ending with s? ^a...s$ ^a… …s$ ?a…..s$

Which file mode is used to 

open a file for both reading 

and writing in binary format?

r w w+ rb+

Which among the following will 

match this pattern ^a...s$ ? Alias An abacus abyss Always

Which among the following will 

match this pattern [abc] ? Hey Jude Ac qwert mnop

Which among the following will 

match this pattern [0-39] ? 12 abc qwert qwerty

_________ specifies a set of 

characters you wish to match. Curly brackets Period Question mark Square brackets

Which among the following will 

match this pattern ^ab ? anc abc mna acb

The _________ symbol is 

used to check if a 

string ends with a certain 

character. ^ * $ !

The ______ symbol is used 

to check if a string starts 

with a certain character. ^ * $ !

The ______ 

symbol matches zero or 

more occurrences of the 

pattern left to it. ^ * $ !



All python modules are 

installed using its own built-in 

command _____. tip rip pip zip

The default user name to 

connect with MySQl in 

windows is _________. time welcome black turn root

Consider following 

statements: 1)In the case of 

MySQl.connector database is 

optional 2)In the case of 

MySQLdb database is 

compulsory.

Statement 1 is true,Statement 2 is 

false Statement 1 is true,Statement 2 is true

Statement 1 is 

false,Statement 2 is false

Statement 1 is 

false,Statement 2 is true

Fill the following syntax with 

appropriate word,conn= 

mysql.connector.______(host

='localhost',user='root',passwo

rd='password') connect disconnect misconnect someconnect

The ______method is used to 

disconnect connection with 

MySQL. close() open() c() cl()

_________ is the default 

industry standard python 

package to connect with the 

MySQL server. msql Python-mysqldb sqlserver tserver

________ command is one 

such python command that 

fetches python packages from 

its repository and installs on 

your local system. tip rip pip zip

The default name of the 

computer to connect with 

MySQL is ______. host  localhost local term

In Uniform Resource Locator (URL), path is the pathname of the file where the information is______.Stored Located to be transferred Transferred

The Hypertexts are documents linked to one another through the concept of__________.Stacks Variables Pointers Arrays

An HTTP message is similar in form to an ____________.FTP SMTP TCP RIP

The location of a resource on the internet is given by its ____.Protocol URL E-mail address ICQ

On Windows, If Python doesn’t exist in the system’s PATH, we need to manually add the directory containing ________ .python.exe python.msil exe.python msil.python

When the mail server sends mail to other mail servers it becomes ___ ?SMTP client SMTP server Peer Master

______is the default port of SMTP. 25 70 75 80



SMTP utilizesTCP as the ________ layer protocol for electronic mail transfer.transport application datalink Network

__________ is reserved port for HTTP. 25 70 75 80

SMTP is used to route emails between email ________.servers clients customers users

The ____________ retrieves email using the protocols POP(Post Office Protocol) and IMAP(Internet Message Access Protocol).receiver transmitter sender source


